ABOUT US

Based in Drochtersen near the River Elbe, between Hamburg, Cuxhaven and Bremerhaven, we are specialized in international trading with technical spare parts and components for marine and industry applications. Our customers are Shipowners, Ship management companies, Yards, Traders as well as companies from other industry branches.

Besides our high quality spare parts, we also supply complete systems/aggregates. With our technical funded consulting we are working on your customized demands every day.

HAGEDORN Products & Systems GmbH has long terms cooperation with well-known makers all over the world, therefore we will provide you with professional and reliable support if you require spares / services for your vessels or for factory plants.

We are always at your disposal (24/7 Service) with our young dynamic team and our worldwide partners.

HAGEDORN spare parts are produced by selected manufactures and are usually non genuine parts, unless the category is particularly marked out as original parts. The listed original numbers, system descriptions and manufactures’ data of spare parts are only used for the identification of parts.

SCOPE OF SPARE PARTS

✓ QUALITY
✓ RELIABILITY
✓ FLEXIBILITY
✓ 24/7 SERVICE

CONTACT:
DORNBUSCHER STRASSE 57
21706 DROCHTERSEN * GERMANY
T: +49-4143 – 32970 42
F: +49-4143 – 32970 44
E: INFO@HAGEDORN-PRODUCTS.DE
WWW.HAGEDORN-PRODUCTS.DE
### PUMP

**Maker:**

- ALLWEILER
- BEHRENS
- BOMBA
- AZCUE
- BÖRGER
- DESMI
- EBARA
- EVAC
- GARBARINO
- GRUNDFOS
- HAMWORTHY
- HERBORNER
- IMO
- BOMBAS
- ITUR
- KRAL
- LEISTRITZ
- ORPU
- ODDESSE
- NANIWA
- PROMINENT
- RICKMEIER
- SEEPEX
- SHINKO
- SPECK
- TAIKO
- KIKAI
- THUNE
- EUREKA
- VERSA
- MATIC
- VICTOR
- VOGELSANG
- WANGEN
- WILDEN
- WILO
- YAMADA

**Application:**

- Water Treatment & Supply
- Sea Water Transfer
- Fire Fighting & Protection
- Bilging & Ballasting
- Pressure Boosting
- Air Conditioning
- Cooling Towers
- Refrigeration
- Plumbing
- Circulating Transfer
- Irrigation
- Drainage
- Sewage Treatment Units

### AIR COMPRESSOR / BLOWERS

**Maker:**

- ALUP
- BECKER
- ELMO
- RIETSCHEL
- GARDNER
- DENVER
- HATLAPA
- HAMWORTHY
- ORPU
- SAUER & SOHN
- SPERRE
- TANABE
- TAMROTOR
- NEUENHAUSER

### SANITARY COMPONENTS

**Maker:**

- AIRVAC
- AQSEPTECE
- ELECTROLUX
- EVAC
- GUSTAVSBERG
- HAMWORTHY
- IFÖ
- IDO
- BATHROOM
- JETS
- ROEDIGER
- SANIBEL
- SANIVAMA
- TRITON
- FORMAT
- TRITON
- WATER

### SEPARATORS / FILTRATION

**Maker:**

- AQUACHEM
- AQUAMAR
- BIOCOMPACT
- DETEGASA
- DVZ
- EVAC
- GERTSEN & OLUFSEN
- HAMWORTHY
- JETS
- JOWA
- RWO
- TBU
- TRITON
- FORMAT
- TRITON
- WATER

### SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS

**Maker:**

- ALFA LAVAL
- AQUAFINE
- AQUAMAR
- BLOHM & VOSS
- BOLL & KIRCH
- DETEGASA
- DVZ
- GEFCO
- MAHLE
- MOATTI
- OCEAN
- CLEAN
- RWO
- UEBERALL
- VAN
- REMMEN
- WEDECO
- WESTFALIA